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Harmonies of the Golden Age
Pealing Freedom’s Flame!
Freedom Conclave 2017
You are the Open Door to the Golden Age!

Discourse — June 28, 2017
You are a living filament of Light and Life that issues from
the Heart of your God Presence. The Mighty I AM Presence sends
forth its Heart Flame through all intermediate planes of God Reality,
coming to rest in incarnation in the physical world. Your role is to
attune to your True Selfhood and those transcendent realms of God
Perfection and God Reality, making yourself the open door for the
Presence and an embodiment of the Golden Age of one. Hold your
attention riveted upon your own Presence as God Individualized, as
well as the many levels of God Reality that are Eternal within the
Great Central Sun. The Divine Principles and Wisdom of Cosmic
Law are the foundation for the Golden Age, set forth as an Ascended
Master Way of Life. The Matrices of the Golden Age and the Power
needed to manifest them are already anchored in the Great Electronic
Fire Rings of the Great Central Sun.

Let the Intonation of Akasha be Your Home

Surya — June 28, 2017
Surya, Elohim of Akasha, addresses you on your Liberty,
your Freedom, and what it takes to have God Consciousness
immediately available to you to draw upon in every circumstance
of life. He instructs that Akasha is filled with the substance of God
Consciousness that you desire to appropriate for God Good. He explains
how you can become the Chalice to hold that God Good. Akasha is a
reservoir of all the substance of God Life, Light, and Momentum you
require to fulfill and accomplish your Divine Plan. When you have a
relationship with the Divine, with your God Presence, you take on a
new way of life. Miracles are the way life is supposed to be lived; it
is the natural course of drawing forth God’s Light and putting it into
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action. Surya commends you to enter into the Peace and the Harmony
that allow your vehicles to be knitted together in the One Heart of the
One God. Let the Intonation of Akasha be your home wherever you
journey!

Extolling Divine Wisdom

Discourse — June 29, 2017
The Ascended Masters’ goal is to bring forth the zeal and
passion for more and more of the Presence of God. It is so very
important that God be central to everything that takes place. The
only real long-term future of the Golden Age lies in the Resurgem
Christos of the Ascended Master Teachings, the Truths of Cosmic
Law ensouled by the Golden Plume of the Mind of God that is Divine
Wisdom. Wisdom is the awakened Consciousness of each one’s own
True Selfhood. It allows the reconnection with this True Selfhood
again, flowing through the Heart and informing the mind with the
Golden Plume. Divine Wisdom is one of the greatest hallmarks of
the Golden Age. The success of a Golden Age cannot be measured
in the number of people in attendance, but by the externalization of
the Light of the God Presence within those present. The Truth of God
Individualized is the greatest Wisdom that the world needs to know.

Expanding the Mind of God
Lord Lanto — June 29, 2017

Desiring that the youth of the world receive Illumination
and ample opportunity to embrace their Higher Consciousness,
Lord Lanto asks you to let the Light go forth from your sanctuaries
and from The Temple’s Altar. Mankind must awaken to the Mind
of God. Teachers must be taught the Wisdom of the Presence and
of Cosmic Law. It is time for there to be leaders — not leading after
the example of a godless creation, but of the Flame of God that
has Illumination and Wisdom at its core. The Light of the Christ
must become the subconscious of the many and replace the human
consciousness. As you retire in the evening, let your consciousness
soar to those areas of your life that need to be illumined and
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strategically shifted by the Mind of God. Then call upon your
Presence to sort through all of the dilemmas that you may have and
watch how the Hand of God works as Cosmic Law!

A Dispensation of Love from the Secret Love Star

Lady Master Venus — June 29, 2017
Lady Master Venus and Sanat Kumara have determined that
it is time for the Dispensation of a more than ordinary amount of Light
and Momentum from the Secret Love Star to be released to the Earth.
This cycle is intended for you to expand all that is God Good within
you and to put into the Flame of Transmutation all that is not good
and does not rise to the level of the vibration that allows for you to be
overshadowed by your own Holy Christ Presence. The true Love that
you desire and are to give is first and foremost to your own Mighty
I AM Presence! The greatest of all Love is the Presence of God. You
can walk in Love, act in Love, create in Love! And therefore, Love
will be your greatest Shield and Protection. Everything stems from the
Source, from The One, and from God Love!

Educate Your Consciousness in the Flame of God

Sanat Kumara — June 29, 2017
Sanat Kumara commends you for all that you have
accomplished thus far. But there is much ahead that you will need
to anticipate and accelerate your striving to meet. That striving will
elevate your consciousness, your momentum, and your vibration so
that the Intonation of Akasha streams forth at your command and the
Light of God is where you are. Honor your Heart Flame. Respect
the opportunity to be in incarnation. Educate your consciousness in
the Flame of God and Cosmic Law. You are gaining in Mastery and
Attainment to take command of the Elemental Forces of Nature — first
and foremost, those that make up your body temple. When you put on
the Light of your Presence, when you establish momentums of Purity
within your life, you are becoming more of the Presence where you
are. The work of the Secret Love Star is not just to emanate pure God
Love for Love’s sake, but to reestablish the Divine Blueprint of Life.
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Lowering the Golden Age through Your Vehicles of
Consciousness

Discourse — June 30, 2017
Our keynote throughout this Conference is Harmonies of
the Golden Age, the pealing and resounding of the Flame of Liberty.
These Harmonies are where the Golden Age first issues forth from
the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun. The Ascended Masters
desire you to reach into those Realms of Realized Perfection where
the Eternal Divine Patterns of the Golden Age exist in the Heart
and Mind of God. You are reconnecting with and reestablishing the
Edenic Consciousness that has never ceased to be. As an Ascended
Master disciple, your great Service to Life is to offer yourself as a
living conduit along which the Ascended Masters and your own
Presence can lower into the physical realm all that is the Reality of
this Great Central Sun. As you are able to give birth in consciousness
to the Outpouring of the Light of the Dawning Golden Age it will be
anchored in the Earth and flourish, proliferate, and expand from Heart
to Heart in Rings of Fire to encompass the entire world!  

The White Fire of the Mother Light is Entrusted to You this Day!

The Goddess of Purity — June 30, 2017
The Goddess of Purity comes with a Charge of the Mother
Light of her Consciousness and Momentum, establishing for you the
opportunity to receive the Streaming Consciousness of your own
Causal Body Attainment, which is ready to be lowered into your hands
and use. She hopes that you will mark this as the day when you entered
into a new awareness of the Reality of who you are. This opportunity
requires a conscious decision on your part to shift into this new gear.
As did the Masters Jesus and Kuthumi, dispel any sense of yourself as
human. Say to yourself “I AM not born of humanity but of the Divine.”
When your Causal Body Attainments descend, you will suddenly
have a more than ordinary ability, and you will be most grateful to the
Presence of God for allowing you to tap into that record. The Goddess
of Purity tells you: Purity is attainable! It reigns supreme! Consciously
embrace Purity as a way of life for all your days!
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The Naturalness of the Divine Nature of the Presence

Discourse — June 30, 2017
Learning more about the Nature of God is necessary if
you are to confront some of the superstitions that could be barriers
to bringing forth the Golden Age, as well as to your own Ascension.
For example, it is a superstition to think that God will supersede his
own laws through so-called miracles; whereas in fact, Cosmic Law
is immutable, natural, and universal in its action. The goal is to strip
away ignorance and inculcate a sense of security and Peace. Avail
yourself of this Discourse which contains remarkable descriptions not
only of the Nirvanic Realm and your own Causal Body, but also the
activity called the Panoply of the Christos. All the Qualities of God
and Harmonies of the Golden Age are there in the Realm of Akasha,
waiting to become something in this world of form. Saint Germain has
said that you have only to step forth into the Nirvanic world where all
of these essences are ready for your use!

The Great Blessings of Having Harmony in Your Life

God Harmony — June 30, 2017
Partake of God Harmony’s Cosmic Momentum of Harmony
as you focus your mind on the instruction and encouragement from his
Great Heart. Keeping your four lower bodies in the right vibration will
help you to attune to the streaming flow of harmonization from your
Mighty I AM Presence, allowing for the Fullness of your Keynote
Identity to be expressed. Just as musicians train to create masterful
pieces, likewise you are training to be able to bring forth the plan of
your Presence. Everything you do is training. Everything is spiritual
— the timbre of your voice, keeping thoughts focused and pure, and
holding your emotions in harmony. When the Light parts the way for
you to have God Vision, it is a wondrous gift! God Harmony asks you
to awaken to the Mind of God and bring forth the Intonation of your
Keynote Identity, here and now. When you ascend, symphonies will
play and your voice will resound in the Fullness of the Great I AM!  
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Let the Ipse Dixit of Saint Germain Be Your Shield!

Discourse — July 1, 2017
This inspiring Discourse will lift your heart and mind. It
expands on the Good News of your Individuality as the Mighty I AM
Presence. You who are a part of this Vanguard Activity of Ascended
Master Teachings must awaken to the Power of the ipse dixit of Saint
Germain. The students of Pythagoras, our Beloved Kuthumi, would
use this phrase to affirm that the Master’s pronouncements are based
upon Truth and no further discussion is needed, for “he hath said it.”
Similarly, if moments of confusion in interpreting the Teachings should
arise, you can refer to Saint Germain’s words. The way to the Victory
of your Ascension lies in the understanding of your Individuality as
the Mighty I AM Presence. The Ascended Master Saint Germain has
experienced reaching the level of The One and has come back with
this definitive statement of Truth, his ipse dixit: I and my Mighty I AM
Presence are One.

Hold High Your Torch of Freedom as a Torch Bearer
of The Temple

Saint Germain — July 1, 2017
Beloved Saint Germain poses the question: What is Freedom
and what is the purpose of your life? He instructs that true Freedom for
the mankind of Earth is when the Threefold Flame has the opportunity
to express and to chart its Divine Destiny without creating harm to
any part of life. The Liberty that you experience in the United States
was designed to give you the Freedom to know God and to enter into
the Higher Realms to create whatever is the desire of God. Even in
lands where there is not Freedom, the Heart Flame is free. It can leap
in joy. It can impart the Fullness of Illumination to the mind. Beloved
Saint Germain reminds you that with Freedom comes Responsibility
for every erg of energy. He advises you to listen to the still small Voice
of the Heart. You know who you are! Let others know who you are by
letting your Light shine.
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Uphold the Banner for the Golden Age!

Discourse — July 2, 2017
Prepare to receive the Mighty Momentum of Perfection of
the Goddess of Liberty! This august Cosmic Being serves at the court
of Vesta with her great Attainment on the Emerald Ray and many other
Rays as well. You will hear the compelling story of Demeter, which
depicts the Goddess’ magnanimous Heart and her ability to raise up
the Sons and Daughters of God. With her passionate Divine Desire to
assist your Heart Flame and to bring in the Golden Age, she will assist
you in the buoyancy of your feelings and the brightness of your mind.
A Golden Age comes when upon entering into the realms of your Holy
Christ Presence you cannot help but want to make life out-picture
Patterns of Perfection. Be ready to welcome and celebrate Divine
Perfection. Many hearts and hands are required in service, giving their
all, making the Work of the Brotherhood their vocation in life.

Strive to Maintain Your Vibration, Harmony, and Light

The Goddess of Liberty — July 2, 2017
The Goddess of Liberty comes with guidance and support,
assisting you to focus your consciousness within your Heart. She
knows the Presence of God that you are.  She sees your Heart Flame
and knows how much bigger it can be! There are activities that will
lead you to the Harmony and Peace you require to be in that Flame,
such as meditating on music or nature, and that Flame will accelerate
you into the God of Very Gods. When it is time to rest, you are free
to enter into the Ascended Master Retreats at night. During the day
you may drink from the fountain of the Heart Flame when you need
a recharge or need to regain your Harmony. The door to the Heart
will lead you to the expression of life that you desire. Begin with the
harmonization of your vehicles in the Flame of God. There’s no need
to wait for others for you to have your Victory. Be the one who shows
the example and the way.
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Lovers of Wisdom, You are the Hope of the World

Discourse — July 3, 2017
The technological advances that our modern civilization
enjoys today have resulted in an abject indifference to spiritual
solutions for what ails the Earth. You can only receive what you have
made an effort for through your Decrees and in applying Cosmic
Law, all of which returns to you as good karma. You must be ready
to give of your life in Service. The role of government as set forth in
Plato’s Republic is reviewed and compared with subsequent forms of
government, including democracy. We as Torch Bearers must engage at
the Altar to arrest downward spirals of political and social degradation
so that more and more elements of the Golden Age can be lowered in
America and Freedom loving nations around the world. The Torch
Bearers in this era will determine if the trust of the Ascended Masters
is warranted in future generations.

Embrace Your True Identity, Your Victories, and Your Value

Archangel Michael — July 4, 2017
Mighty I AM Presence ever gives gratitude to the Holy
Angels for the protection they have afforded you throughout your
incarnations. Archangel Michael advises you to call forth the Angels
to multiply the Goodness of God upon the Earth! They will fill your
chalice with Compassion and Mercy, streaming forth all of the Virtues
of God. There really are no strangers in your world if you address
the Flame of God upon the Altar of the Heart in all that you come in
contact with. The test of incarnation is to prove that the Flame upon
the Altar of the Heart can withstand any outer vibration and win the
Victory. The more that you embrace the Truth of your Identity, the
more the Light within will expand and accomplish the Divine Intent.
The Presence of God should be the most important part of your life.
For when your priorities are in Divine Order, everything else works in
accordance with the Will of God.
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Live and Love within the Consciousness of your Presence

Discourse — July 9, 2017
Treasure as your most priceless possession the conscious
memory of the story of the Godhead Charioteer. Because you have
committed yourself to the full realization of your Mighty I AM
Presence, you have freed the Ascended Masters to be of far greater
help than would otherwise be the case. This allows for the time and
the cycles to be condensed for your Victory. When you rise into the
level of your Christ Presence, time and space are set aside. The Christ
Presence can shift attention with the speed of light to any record in the
past, present, or future, see what is coming and deal with it long before
it becomes a threat. Accept the vestments of your Christ Presence and
treasure The Temple of The Presence, which is your true home of
Light, where the unbroken continuity of Eternity can be shared with
you as it exists in the Consciousness of God.

You are Intended to Build a Temple for the Presence of God

The Nameless One — July 9, 2017
When you approach the Consciousness of the Great I AM,
let your vehicles be prepared in Purity. When the Presence dawns upon
you, you will want to be able to recognize the Presence and have an
awareness of the wise use of all that the Presence brings to you. You
are intended to build a temple for the Presence of God that is always
responsive to the Mind of God. There must first be the communion
with your own Mighty I AM Presence so there can be Freedom, not
just for your lifestream, but for all. When you choose to take the Hand
of God, you open your vehicles of consciousness to the Light of God
that will impart to you the Patterns of your God Presence. As the
lesser patterns fade away, you will no longer be in struggle. What will
remain will be the Love in your Heart for the Flame in the Heart of
others. The Nameless One affirms that there is no limitation to what
can be accomplished when the Presence of God streams forth into
your consciousness.   
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The Purity of God is Who You Are

Archangel Gabriel — July 16, 2017
What is it that allows you to have the Courage and
Fearlessness of an Archangel to move into the fray of life and be God
Victorious? Archangel Gabriel replies that it is Purity’s Ray so that
the intent of your Heart is always in alignment with the Will of God.
Invoke the Violet Flame so that you are filled with the Love of God.
The Angels can go forth at your command and stand in the midst
of those striving mightily to overcome their human limitations. The
Kingdom of God is intended to be flourishing upon the Earth even
now. You have a Mighty I AM Presence fully engaged in the Allness
of God, deposited upon the Altar of your Heart. You cannot separate
yourself from the Allness of God. The Archangels stand in Service to
the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart, streaming forth Purity in all
the Rays of God Consciousness. Let their aid assist in bringing you
into the Victory your Presence desires for you.  
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